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Methods and maerials:
Water bodies in Saline County, Knmsos were mapped from an ERTS-1 image acquired
October 26, 1972. The M\SS-7 (infrred) band was used because watet is a poor reflector
in this band and therefore appears nearly black on the image. Water bodies were
plo'tted on an overlay to an enlarged paper print (scale 1:500,000). Every black point
detectable on the transparency or the print was plotted except those whose size or shape
indicated that the point was some other object or an image flaw.
l
After the water bodies had been plotted and counted from the imagery, water bodies
shown on 7,5 minute topographic maps (scale 1:24,000) of the county were also counted.
The cop -loilpon of the maps were done in 1;55.
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Results
A total of 2,272 water bodies were mapped in Saline County from the 1972
ERTS imagery. The topographic maps show only 1,056 water bodies in the
county in 1955. This represents a major increase, particularly in farm ponds
in this period. (Figure 1)
Preliminary comparison of image and maps indicates that "water bodies"
includes reservoirs, farm ponds, flooded quarries and sand pits, sewage
disposal plants, and settling (catchment) basins. Water bodies larger than
ten acres in area proved consistently detectable. Most vwater areas of four to
ten acres awe ulso detectable, alihough occasionally image context prevents
detection. Water areas less than four acres in extent are sometimes detectable,
but the number which can be detected varies greatly depending on image context
and the individual interpreter.
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